Abstract. There are 26 possibilities for the torsion group of elliptic curves defined over quadratic number fields. We present examples of high rank elliptic curves with given torsion group which give the current records for most of the torsion groups. In particular, we show that for each possible torsion group, except maybe for Z/15Z, there exist an elliptic curve over some quadratic field with this torsion group and with rank ≥ 2.
Introduction
Let K = Q( √ d), d ∈ Z, be a quadratic number field and E an elliptic curve defined over K. Then the torsion subgroup for E is one of: (see [10] and [11] ). In [17] , Rabarison gave a parametrization of the curves having such torsion groups. His results together with recent results from [4] show that for each possible torsion group there exist an elliptic curve over some quadratic field with this torsion group and positive rank. In this paper, we present examples of elliptic curves having high rank and given torsion group over a quadratic field. For most of the torsion groups our results give the current records. In particular, our results show that for each possible torsion group, except maybe for Z/15Z, there exist an elliptic curve over some quadratic field with this torsion group and with rank ≥ 2.
For elliptic curves over Q, by Mazur's theorem there are 15 possible torsion groups. The current rank records and the data on corresponding curves can be found in the table [6] (for previous records see e.g. [12] ). It is known since 2003 that for each of these 15 torsion groups there exist a curve over Q with this torsion group and with rank ≥ 3, and this is still the best known result of that type. Namely, despite big efforts in last 10 years, no elliptic curve over Q with torsion Z/2Z × Z/8Z and rank ≥ 4 has been found so far.
Current records
We summarize the current records, including our results, in Table 1 . For each torsion group T from the above list, we define B(T ) as the supremum of the ranks of elliptic curves defined over any quadratic field and having torsion group T (for the trivial torsion group we put T = 0). The third column in Table 1 lower bound of B(T ) for T given in the first column, while the second column gives the discriminant d of the corresponding quadratic number field K. Numbers 4.x in the reference column correspond to the subsections of Section 4 of the present paper, where the details of the corresponding curve appear. The marks * in the table refer to the curves obtained by an application of Mestre's general construction which produces quadratic fields with huge discriminants. In the case of torsion Z/2Z × Z/2Z, the discriminant d 2 is too large to fit in the table, but will be given in Subsection 4.12. Values in boldface in the third column are conditional, assuming the Parity Conjecture. 
3. Methods of search
In the case of the 15 possible torsion groups of elliptic curves over Q (by Mazur's theorem), we consider curves with rational coefficients, and in order to determine their rank over a quadratic field Q( √ d) we use the formula ( [2] , see also [20] or [21, Exercise 10.16 
where E (d) denotes the d-quadratic twist of E. One way to get high rank curves over quadratic fields with one of these 15 torsion groups is to start with one of the record curves with this torsion over Q (these curves are collected in the tables [6] ), then search for a twist of this curve with high rank, and finally use (1) . However, the record curves usually have very large coefficients, which makes it hard to compute the rank of its twist. Thus sometimes it is more profitable to start with curves of rank slightly smaller than the corresponding record (many such curves are also available in [6] ), and then use the full power of standard sieving methods for finding high rank curves in parametric families of elliptic curves. These methods include computations of Mestre-Nagao sums (they are indicators of good candidates of high rank, see e.g. [15] ) and the Selmer rank (it gives an upper bound for the rank which is sometimes sharp). In some cases the root number is used either for reaching conditional results through the Parity Conjecture or as an additional sieving parameter. We implemented these sieving procedures in Pari [16] . For computing the rank we used Cremona's program mwrank [5] .
For the curves with record rank over Q, we were usually able to compute the rank of the twists only up to d < 10 4 or d < 10 5 , so that gave the limitation for our search. On the other hand, for starting curves with small coefficients, we could search for high-rank twists up to d < 10
8 . In order to make this search practical, we have chosen strong conditions for the Mestre-Nagao sum. As an illustration, we can mention the 31230597-twist of rank 5 in the case of torsion group Z/2Z × Z/8Z (for details see Subsection 4.15). Here the search procedure took around 10 days of CPU time on an Intel Xeon E5430.
We should mention a general result due to Mestre [13] (see also [22] ) who proved that for any elliptic curve E over Q there exist infinitely many quadratic twists with rank ≥ 2. For some torsion groups of odd order (trivial, Z/3Z, Z/5Z, Z/7Z) the largest known ranks were obtained by applying Mestre's result [13] to the record curves over Q. Thus we will not give further details for these cases. We mention also results announced by Mestre [14] and proved by Rubin and Silverberg [18, 19] that if the torsion group of E is Z/2Z × Z/4Z, resp. Z/2Z × Z/8Z, then there exist infinitely many quadratic twists of E with rank ≥ 3, resp. ≥ 4. However, our results for these two cases improve those obtained by direct application of results from [18, 19] to the record curves over Q.
For the torsion groups of the form Z/2Z × Z/2mZ, we may take the record curve with torsion Z/2mZ over Q, and then determine the quadratic field over which this curve contains torsion Z/2Z × Z/2mZ. Formula (1) can be also used for curves over a quadratic field, even if its torsion group is not one of the 15 which are possible for curves over Q, when they admit a model with rational coefficients. Indeed, this was applied in [7, 9] for torsion groups Z/4Z×Z/4Z, Z/3Z×Z/3Z and Z/3Z×Z/6Z. For the remaining torsion groups, we use the parametrizations given in [17] , and try to compute the rank (or at least to get some information on it) for curves corresponding to small parameters by using procedures available in Magma ( [3] ).
Let us mention that for torsion groups Z/13Z and Z/18Z, the current records with rank 2 might be very hard to improve, since it was recently proved in [4] that all such curves over quadratic fields have even rank.
4. Examples 4.1. Torsion Z/2Z. B(Z/2Z) ≥ 28. For this torsion group the highest rank known over Q is an example of a curve with rank 19 found by Elkies (see [6] ). For our purpose, it is more interesting to use an example due to Watkins (see [1, 6] ), who found a curve with rank 14 and j-invariant 1728, namely
It is isomorphic to its (−1)-twist. Hence, the rank of the (−1)-twist of this elliptic curve is also 14, and now it follows from (1) that this curve has rank 28 over Q( √ −1).
4.2.
Torsion Z/4Z. B(Z/4Z) ≥ 15. The curve with the highest known rank over Q having this torsion group is an example with rank 12 found by Elkies in 2006 (see [6] ). Since its coefficients are very large, we have considered also curves with rank 9, 10 and 11 from [6] . In that way, we found several curves with rank 14 over certain quadratic fields, and one example with rank 15. This example was found starting with the rank 9 curve:
found by Eroshkin in 2008. Its twist by d = −25689 has rank 6, so an application of (1) gives that B(Z/4Z) ≥ 15.
4.3.
Torsion Z/6Z. B(Z/6Z) ≥ 11. In this case the highest known rank over Q known for this torsion group is 8 (Dujella, Eroshkin, Elkies (2008), see [6] ). We got the best result starting with a rank 7 curve, found by Dujella in 2001, which is given by
Its 3521-twist has rank at least 4 so the result follows again by (1).
4.4.
Torsion Z/8Z. B(Z/8Z) ≥ 9. For this torsion group the curve with highest known rank was found by Elkies in 2006 (see [6] ) and has rank 6. For our search we use the curve with rank 5, found by Dujella & Lecacheux in 2002, which is given by
Since its twist by d = −227 has rank 4, the result follows.
Torsion Z/9Z. B(Z/9Z) ≥ 6. Fisher found in 2009 a curve with torsion Z/9Z
and rank 4 over Q (see [6] ). By applying the general result by Mestre, we get a curve of rank 6 over a quadratic field. However, this field has a huge discriminant, and an example of rank 6 with much smaller discriminant can be obtained starting with the elliptic curve
of rank 3 over Q (Dujella 2001), and noting that its twist by d = −155 also has rank 3 over Q. Thus it has rank 6 over Q( √ −155) by (1).
Torsion Z/10Z. B(Z/10Z) ≥ 7.
We use the curve with rank 4 and torsion Z/10Z which is the rank record for this torsion group (Dujella 2004 , see [6] ). The curve is
Its twist by d = −2495 has rank equal to 3, so the result follows from (1) . Another examples with rank 7 and torsion Z/10Z over a quadratic field can be obtained by starting with curves with smaller rank. E.g. the curve
(Womack 2000, see [23] ) has torsion Z/10Z, rank 2 over Q and its 318855485-twist has rank 5, while the curve
(Dujella 2001, see [6] ) has torsion Z/10Z, rank 3 over Q and its 3007-twist has rank 4.
4.7.
Torsion Z/11Z. B(Z/11Z) ≥ 2. This torsion cannot appear over Q. Rabarison [17] showed the existence of curves with torsion group Z/11Z and rank at least 1 over Q( Rabarison stated that its rank over Q( √ −3239) is 1. Since it has a point of infinite order ([1 − √ −3239, 2 √ −3239 − 1082]) and root number equal to 1, the Parity Conjecture implies that its rank should be at least 2. Unfortunately, we were not able to find the second independent point. We have also an example over Q( √ 1129) with conditional rank ≥ 2. However, we were able to find one example with torsion Z/11Z and rank ≥ 2 over Q( √ 561), unconditionally. Namely, the curve [6] ), we apply our procedure to several curves with rank 2 and 3. For the curve with rank 3 and torsion Z/12Z found by Rathbun in 2003 (see [6] ) given by
we find that its twist by d = −106071 has rank 4. Another curve with rank 3 and torsion Z/12Z is
found by Dujella in 2005. We find that its 2905-twist has rank 4. Finally, we consider a curve with rank 2:
which has 2014-twist with rank 5. Again, an application of (1) gives the announced result. 4.10. Torsion Z/15Z. B(Z/15Z) ≥ 1. In [4] , an example with torsion group Z/15Z and positive rank is given over Q( √ 345). Here we give such an example over
. This is the curve
obtained by inserting
in the general parametrization of curves with torsion Z/15Z given in [17] . This curve has a point of infinite order [6 √ −7 − 98, 136 
Torsion
In this case the argument is different: we start with a curve having torsion Z/2Z over Q and rank 19. This curve has the record rank for this torsion group and was found by Elkies in 2009 (see [6] ). We write it in the form
where g is a monic polynomial of degree 2 with integer coefficients whose discriminant is
The curve has two additional 2-torsion points over Q( √ d 2 ) and its torsion group over this field is Z/2Z × Z/2Z. The rank is at least 19 over Q( √ d 2 ). Since the root number for the d 2 -twist of the curve is −1, assuming the Parity Conjecture, we have that the rank should be at least 20. [6] ). One of the known rank-record curves, found by Eroshkin, is given by
Its twists by d = −83201 and d = 109499 both have rank 5, so the result follows. Another example is given by the curve The result follows from the fact that its 624341-twist has rank 5 over Q.
4.15.
Torsion Z/2Z × Z/8Z. B(Z/2Z × Z/8Z) ≥ 8. The highest known rank over Q for curves with this torsion is 3. In total, there are 27 such curves known, found by many authors (see [6] ). We use the curve with rank 3, found independently by Connell and Dujella in 2000:
The result is a consequence of the fact that its twist by d = 31230597 has rank 5.
4.16.
Torsion Z/2Z × Z/10Z. B(Z/2Z × Z/10Z) ≥ 4. This torsion group does not appear over Q, so we apply an argument similar to the one used in Subsection 4.12. We start from a curve with rank 4 over Q and torsion Z/10Z and we look for twists with additional torsion points. The starting curve is y 2 + x y = x 3 − 186734461375182851611482374885236743900 x + 979124235576847382684597033191041431087287234552438410000, found by Dujella in 2008 (see [6] ). We find that it has torsion Z/2Z × Z/10Z over the quadratic field Q( √ 1065333545), so the result follows. Let us mention that a curve of rank ≥ 4 and torsion Z/2Z × Z/10Z over Q( √ 55325286553) was found in [4] by the same method. However, here the corresponding twist has the root number −1, so assuming the Parity Conjecture, this curve has rank ≥ 5.
